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Indian philosophy refers to philosophical traditions which developed in the Indian subcontinent. Modern scholars generally divide the field between "Hindu Philosophy" (also known as "Vedic Philosophy") and non-Hindu traditions such as Buddhist Philosophy and Jain Philosophy. This division is generally derived from traditional Indian classifications. There are numerous different Indian schools of thought, all of which debated and influenced each other throughout Indian history. Most Indian Indian philosophy refers to philosophical traditions of the Indian subcontinent. A traditional classification divides Āstika (orthodox) and nĀstika (heterodox) schools of philosophy, depending on one of three alternate criteria: whether it believes the Vedas as a valid source of knowledge; whether the school believes in the premises of Brahman and Atman; and whether the school believes in afterlife and Devas. CHAPTER 1 Introduction: Indian Philosophy. India has a rich and diverse philosophical tradition dating back to the composition of the Upanishads in the later Vedic period. According to Radhakrishnan, the oldest of these constitute "the earliest philosophical compositions of the world." Indian philosophy, the systems of thought and reflection that were developed by the civilizations of the Indian subcontinent.